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THE CONTEMPORARY YOUTH CULTURE

''The NOW generation" is a phrase that characterizes contemporary
young people between the ages of 12 and 24 in our American society.
The NOW generation of teens reflects an orientation of the �a-s towards
experience-centered li\"es. spontaneous reaction to stimuli and relevant
morality. The term now shov.:. the difference between former genera
tions of teenagers and today·s adolescents. Also. now reflects a difference
between adults and teens, sometimes called the --generation :..,p:· Sociol
ogists refer to this gap as an "intergeneration..! conflict." 1n the late 40's
the term teenager was invented and � phrase -f.J\etm� delinquent"
was coined. The popular press revealed that ...\meri..""3
mO\ing toward
a youth society. Even as more attention 11.� IOCt..!<C cm teens, many
magazines predicted that emphasis on you!h ••as a iad and eventually
interest would shift away from the youth :;o..;ety: as 1:.ennet.h Keniston
has been quoted as saying in 1962, there is ·•Little likelihood of Ameri
can students ever playing a radical role, much le-. a revolutionary one
in our society." 1 Obviously, our culture has greatly changed since that
tim.!. The youth society has proven itself more than a fad, the youth
culture reflects an ideology or way of life based on definite philosophical
assumptions.
The youth culture, described as a "hang-loose ethic," has produced
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1 Robert J. Bartel, "Campus Tensions and Evangelical Response," Christianity Today, XIII
(June 6, 1969), p, 12.
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